March 16, 2018

STATEMENT BY FORMER IG MICHAEL R. BROMWICH
I have been involved in Department of Justice (DOJ) and Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
disciplinary matters since 1994. I have never before seen the type of rush to judgment – and
rush to summary punishment – that we have witnessed in this case. The result of this
deplorable rush to judgment is to terminate Mr. McCabe before his long-anticipated retirement
and deny him of the full pension and retirement benefits he would have otherwise earned
through his 21 years of devoted service to the FBI and this country. This is simply not the way
such matters are generally handled in the DOJ or the FBI.
It is deeply disturbing.
This distortion of the process begins at the very top, with the President’s repeated offensive,
drive-by Twitter attacks on Mr. McCabe. These attacks began in the summer of 2017 and
accelerated after it was disclosed that Mr. McCabe would be a corroborating witness against the
President. The attacks have continued to this day, with the President’s press secretary stating
Thursday, in response to a question about Mr. McCabe’s fate, “that is a determination that we
would leave to Attorney General Sessions, but we do think it is well-documented that he has
had some very troubling behavior and by most accounts a bad actor.” This vile and defamatory
statement is fully consistent with the attacks on Mr. McCabe that have come from the White
House since last summer. And it was quite clearly designed to put inappropriate pressure on the
Attorney General to act accordingly. This intervention by the White House in the DOJ
disciplinary process is unprecedented, deeply unfair, and dangerous.
The investigation described in the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) report was cleaved off
from the larger investigation of which it was a part, its completion expedited, and the disciplinary
process completed in a little over a week. Mr. McCabe and his counsel were given limited
access to a draft of the OIG report late last month, did not see the final report and the evidence
on which it is based until a week ago, and were receiving relevant exculpatory evidence as
recently as two days ago. We were given only four days to review a voluminous amount of
relevant evidence, prepare a response, and make presentations to the Office of the Deputy
Attorney General. With so much at stake, this process has fallen far short of what Mr. McCabe
deserved.
This concerted effort to accelerate the process in order to beat the ticking clock of his scheduled
retirement violates any sense of decency and basic principles of fairness. It should make all
federal government employees, who continue to work in an Administration that insults, debases,
and abuses them, shudder in the knowledge that they could be next.
Michael R. Bromwich served as the Inspector General for the Department of Justice from 1994
to 1999. He served as counsel to Andrew McCabe in this matter.
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